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Go to content Hi there everyone! Doctor d. here! Dr. D. CBD is the first American international cannabis and hemp brand run by a doctor. I built one of the largest telemedicine systems connecting doctors with patients interested in CBD, THC, cannabis, cannabis and personally saw thousands of patients, but my team of
doctors recruited more than 200,000 patients. My experience of helping so many patients lead me to creating an affordable doctor and pharmacist formulated the product line you see today. I personally select a team of scientists who grow, acquire, formulate and manufacture our products – insure quality and supply
chain control. Dr. D. team offers a full line of reliable and 100% legal CBD products, which I use myself every day. In fact, my parents do too! The endocannabinoid system is one of the greatest breakthroughs in modern medicine, and the cannabis plant will go into history as the most medically useful plant people have
discovered. Lots of love! Dr. D. with Amanda Pampuro, photos courtesy of Dr. Donald Davidson Dr. D's Van advertising online cannabis cards you usually don't want to hear from a doctor and virus in the same sentence, while Dr. D. carries the medical marijuana virus. Earlier this year, Dr. Donald Davidson launched the
first tele-medical platform for hemp. Now individuals in California with pre-existing conditions can apply for a medical marijuana card from anywhere with WiFi. There's always this buzzword in medicine that has access, isn't it? And tele-medicine creates access to people who actually don't have it, whether it's too much
inconvenience whether they're elderly or immobile or whatever, Davidson said. Since Davidson partnered with Ease, a California-based cannabis delivery company, his patients can approve a referral card and get the medicine all from the comfort of their home. The way it works, it is specialized medicine. People come
with chronic diseases that have been going on for years... so they fill out the intake form and you ask them questions so you already know what's going on, Davidson said. Our task is to educate people and to dissu up people who are unstable, have mental illness, and to eat out people with new issues. That's why we're
1. Dr. D's fleet of smart cars harboring business spirit, Davidson's other business ventures have included a dairy and cookie delivery service. Campus Cookies, operates a fishing and kayaking travel service, and is a dating coach. Describing himself as a typical smart guy, Davidson was first exposed to the work of Dr.
Sue Sisley – famous for his extended struggle to test the effectiveness of cannabis from PTSD - During his stay at the University of Arizona, where he studied in an ambulance. Most of these [cannabis] doctors [in LA] had total weirdos, Davidson said. They had horrible illegal behavior and hiding in the cannabis industry,
folks prescribing drugs, over-prescribing Adderall, and making fake doctor's notes. And when we saw that like Wow, well, we have a huge opportunity to create this site to make it safe and normal. I always loved the business stuff, promoting it, creating a business, running an advertising campaign, social media, all that
stuff, Davidson said, adding that he personally vets all the doctors he works with, ensuring his staff retains both certification and professional appearance. Although he refused to reveal who initiated it, Davidson said: Dr. D's product line, named in my honor for all his work in the area, is being initiated by a friend of mine
who is licensed and for legitimate breeding and manufacturing activities. Although Davidson said he has no financial interest in the product line, he gives both his name and knowledge to its development. Dr. Davidson vape pen I think the biggest challenge, but it's also the most fun, is to educate people about cannabis,
Davidson said, adding that cannabis is still off the radar in most medical schools. So for me, with the MD behind my name, something I say publicly must be the science behind it. You know, I'm not a stupid staff writer... or any of this if they fill these big articles with a bunch of spammy links that are all fluff designed to
drive traffic to their website. I'm a doctor. What I specialize in is having a huge amount of information fed me fire hose style and find the need to take away points that people can actually use in a clinically appropriate way. In addition to using his website as an educational resource for patients, Davidson is going to take a
mobile clinic on a road trip across Golden State to retirement homes and country clubs. By educating people that most of these budtenders are 18-year-olds who know nothing about [the] pharmacology of cannabis, Dr. D. hopes that his counseling services will keep the ethos of medical marijuana strong. ♦ SAN DIEGO –
Along with stoners and patients in every successive country who legalize sitting cheers, America's Green Revolution, just as the rise of the digital age, has created a new generation of mega-rich entrepreneurs. In 2018, sales of cannabis in the United States amounted to nearly USD 10 billion. Sales of CBD - reported to
have therapeutic effects across a variety of diseases and ailments - reached half a billion last year. Recently, the federal legalization of cannabis is expected to push sales to nearly $2 billion by 2022. With federal bank rules lagging behind legalization statutes, tales abound armored cars full of cash convoy across the
state line more cooperative banks. But it turns out that there's a flip side. Investing in an alkaline business is like any other. Sometimes you lose everything. Two years ago, Dr. Don Davidson – Dr. D. friends and colleagues – lived in a mansion on a hilltop near Malibu, overlooking the Pacific Ocean. He had spent the
previous several years working 14-hour days to build through home pot delivery service Eaze.com, the largest marijuana-related telemedicine platform in the world. Along the way he banked hundreds of thousands of dollars and created an email list of over 150,000 patients. While awaiting the legalization of recreational
use in California, he invested tens of thousands of his profits to build his first line of marijuana products. There were stands, brand parties around the pool and hot tub, vintage Mustang in the driveway, chief of staff, and a revolving cast of model quality girlfriends. He was one of the alkaline industry's growing superstars.
Today, a 34-year-old graduate of the Virginia Commonwealth University Medical School lives in his van. Mind you, it's a pretty cool van, tricked out of the way – matte black with large tires and solar panels and a trailer/chuck wagon with a full cooking setup. He calls it War Pig. There is also a microwave and a generator.
Inside Dr. D's van, War Pig. Photo provided. A couple of years ago, when he first bought War Pig and spent a small fortune having it adapted, it seemed like a horrible overrun, kind of like a container full of white custom leather sofas and other furniture he ordered from China to fill mansions in various lounges and
lounges. Everything went so well. Go to big or go home, right? Only now, a man's toy is in his shelter. Everyday, Dr. D has to find a shower and toilet. Dr. D says he lost more than $1 million when his business arrangement and investment with a larger company went south. His parents say they lost their investment, too.
Tens of thousands spent on travel and product development, and more potential sales revenue, were also lost when, he says, the company either failed to produce its products or failed to pay him for all the products sold. It all started in 2016. After spending more than a year to make connections with manufacturers,
distributors and growers to develop a product line – hash oil vapes and vape cartridges, marijuana flowers, pre-rolled cigarettes, extracts, and food – Dr. D managed to accomplish what so many owners of startups hope for... he dealt with a large unit he believed would take his company to the next level. The company, he
believed, would make him a very rich man and a leading medical figure, a kind of Dr. Oz from Sitting. Dr. D was so enthusiastic about big business, he that he and his parents both invested in amounts of family money with the company as well. At that time, all around California, alkaline offers were made, and money was
raised in millions. Seemingly everywhere I went, I heard talk about consortia and investment groups. I hear about a group of NBA players, a group of NFL players. Snoop Dogg and the Bob Marley clan and even Whoopie Goldberg were fronting companies. Hell, one of the nation's leading proponents of legal sitting was a
conservative Republican congressman from Orange County. Sitting down – or at least the idea of making money from sitting – was bigger than race, politics or ideology. During this period, the investment in terms of people getting was astronomical. One deal I personally checked asked for a $250k investment. Within
three months, under the terms, $250k would be repaid, along with an additional $400k in interest. Additional payments will be made within two years. It seemed too good to be true – and so I suggested a lawyer familiar with the business. It turns out some people were seeing alkaline for what it was - a commodity. In the
deal I looked at, the company was anticipating a sell yield of 20,000-square-foot to grow to something like $9.5 million. Using hydroponics, new plants can be harvested every three months. But what happens when everyone rushes to planting and the price drops? This year, his patience was exhausted and his bank
account severely exhausted, Dr. D. made the decision to go to court. According to Dr. D, no product has ever been produced. No revenue was received. The investments were not repaid. A lot of the time, he says, from company officials — who once yukked it up with Dr. D. at a party in his Malibu mansion — even back
his emails. To save money, Dr. D. made the decision to live in his van and spend the remaining money on a last-ditch attempt to bail himself out. I'm warning the story, of course, Dr. D. says. Dr. Don Davidson is trying to rebound from the collapse of his alkaline business. Photo provided. It's Saturday, late in the morning.
The six-foot three-inch former Division 1 tennis player is parallel-parked along the steep blacktop of U.S. 1, near Malibu. He got an oceanfront view of the Pacific Ocean from one of two reciped seats mounted on the back of Kara Pig, outside, which is wrapped in colorful artwork to advertise his CBD brand; he'll have to
get the artwork changed when his budget allows. Dr. D. has just returned from a refreshing surf session of modest, two to three foot swells. His ever morphing, often elaborate hipster hairstyle is reduced to a short crop for easy care. With his laptop full of juice, and four bars in his hotspot, he is open to business. He is
currently working on the art and label of three new brands cbd CBD does not require expensive licensing and can be distributed by mail and on all state lines, so he has decided to focus his revenge on this arena – you can even buy CBD products on Amazon. The tincture is purified in liquid form CBD extract used with a
dropper and placed under the tongue. Other products he does include face creams (one at night and one a day), body cream, vapes, and dog biscuits. Name me one successful entrepreneur who hasn't lost at least one fortune in his career, he preaches like himself for me. He's been to the ground. Now he's climbing back
up. It's about more than just a business. He's lost time. He's lost his face. He has lost his parents' money as well as his own. It's true what they say – What doesn't kill you makes you stronger. It also makes you smarter. My only real mistake was naïve and waiting for people to be good people and do what they say they
are going to do. Dr. Don Davidson once lived in a Malibu mansion. Now he lives in a van. Photo provided. I first met Dr. D. in 2016. Back then, only medical marijuana was legal in California; you needed a certified doctor's recommendation to buy from an outpatient. As it happened, my recommendation was about ending.
It was my son (of course?) who suggested I go online and get referrals from Eaze, a local delivery service. To my amazement (and great joy) in a few minutes and a few clicks, I sat face to face with a super-fun, high-energy dude who called himself Dr. D. Davidson's manic fervor, deep knowledge of cannabis science,

washboard abs, and cornflower blue eyes to combine a kind of SoCal version of the madman — Dr. Frankenstein meets the Beach Boys. After ten minutes or so I had my new license, and after a few minutes, I'd take steps to spend some time with Dr. D. in his loft in Downtown Los Angeles for writing the story. Over 12
hours I watched him see about 70 patients online – at $40 a pop. Since then, I've followed Dr. D. on his trajectory as he moved to Malibu, staffed and built a cannabis brand called Dr. D. Cannabis (complete with promotional packed Smartcars, billboards and vendors). Like most founders of start-ups, he was thrilled when
a big company wanted to partner up and take him to the next level. (Full disclosure: I own the content brand. Our artists have developed logos for Dr. D.) For the next two years, Dr. D. went about doing business, creating his own conglomerate empire of alkali. He went to Amsterdam several times to purchase seeds and
research strains. He attended conferences and sales gatherings around the world. Spent time good researching techniques. Met dozens of purveyors of everything from cold cream-style jars to vape batteries rolling machines. Built a website that contains a wealth of cannabis and CBD information and sells some
products. But nothing ever happened, no actual product came on the market – at least noone that he was informed about or paid for. Whenever I ask company officials what's going on, I get no answer. I'd stop. Sometimes the head guy would just go off for me. I guess I didn't want to think that something strange was
going down. That was my dream. I live this stuff 24/7. And nothing happened. Finally I got the message. I went to a lawyer. And so it was that Dr. D. moved to War Pig. Judging by some of our conversations, in darker moments, it has not always been an easy time. For a long time he has fallen from the radar. Judging by
some of his photos, he had some pretty lit private parties at War Pig, too. As recently as a few months ago, Dr. D. was parking his van behind a production facility in suburban San Diego, where he lived while monitoring the production of temporary product lines — with his money running out, he was pushing all his chips
into the middle. To save costs, the factory owner allowed Dr. D. to work with technicians and do many jobs himself, such as mixing and cooking CBD dog biscuits in large industrial ovens, or attaching labels to tinctures and leather goods. It's like a chem lab for steroids, the former pre-med student said. Dr. Don Davidson
takes his marijuana medicine pitch to a trade show. Photo provided. When he created the inventory, Dr. D filled his van and went to commercial shows to sell his products, spread the gospel of medical cannabis and cannabis, and make enough money to continue ahead. Lately it seems that the cloud has been lifting. Dr.
D's perseverance begins to pay off. There are new partners, one of those women in MM, whose family has a large farm in the Midwest that will soon grow cbd rich hemp. The process comes easier this time around; he's been here before, building a brand from the ground up. He knows the ins and outs. He's been loading
contacts. His parents are talking to him again. Soon there will be a new line of human and pet products, branded Dr. D. CBD. Some are already available on his website, DrDCBD.com. A sister brand designed for women is called Sunset Hemp. Another company, Everyone's M.D., combines several products and
services: telemedicine, hemp farming and extraction, product development and manufacturing. I really thought at this point in my life I'd be in a much different place, Dr. D says. We are going to make it work at this time. Failure is not an option. On the phone, I can hear the waves crashing outside his window. It happens
to me that maybe paradise is not that great when there's nowhere else to go. Go.
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